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Virtual Worlds and Virtual Humans

• Virtual Worlds
– Allow Interactive Experiences
– Purposes: Entertainment, Education, Training
– Interaction without negative consequences of

real-world failure

• Virtual Humans
– Increase immersion of virtual experience
– Play variety of roles: mentor, teammate,

companion, adversary,…
– Communicating and interacting in natural modes

Computational models of
      Face to Face Communication



Immersive Dialogue

• Immersing Agents & Humans in a 3-D world
– Shared physical environment
– Modality Accessibility
– Focus of Attention
– Natural “face to face” communication modes

• Verbal and non-verbal communication

– “Realistic” immersive interaction



Embodied Conversational Agents



Prior Work: Embodied
Conversational Agents

• Interplay of Speech and Non-verbal Behavior
– GestureJack, Cosmo (dyadic conversation, no

cohabitation)

• Cohabitation of Space, Gesture
– Gandalf (no body, 2-d)

– Rea (user not immersed)

• Immersive 3-D environments, multi-party
dialogues
– Steve (minimal multi-party dialogue context)



Educational Applications



Example 1: Sgt Blackwell

• Focus: technology demo
• Highlights:

– Life-sized, mixed reality
• Trans-screen

– High-production quality
• Rendering (> 60K polygons)
• Voice
• Authored Text
• Robust responsiveness

– Speech recognition and speech
and non-verbal reply

– Limited domain of interaction:
responding to interview/Q&A



Sgt Blackwell Video



Sgt Blackwell “Dialogue Model”

• Set of pre-constructed answers
– In domain
– Off-topic
– Prompt

• Local history
• IR-based classification

– Given possibly unseen question, map to
best answer



Sgt Blackwell Evaluation

• Metrics
– Accuracy of Speech recognizer & classifier
– Appropriateness of replies

• Questions
– How much do speech recognition errors affect

performance?
– What are the best classification techniques?

• Experiment: 20 users, asking 20 questions:
10 known, 10 asked (leuski et al to appear)



Beyond Sgt Blackwell:
Dialogue models for rich interaction

• To allow more flexible interaction in
more open and complex domains need:
– Internal models of domain problems and

solutions
– Models of dialogue structure & interaction
– Models of agent personality



Dialogue Modeling Approach

•  Information-State approach (Larsson& Traum 2000, Larsson
& Traum 2003)

– Information Specification
– Dialogue Moves for Update
– Behaviors                             Dialogue moves

• Multi-layered Information State
 (Novick 1988, Traum&Hinkelman 1992,Allwood et al 1992, Bunt 1996)

– Behaviors correspond to (parts of) multiple dialogue moves
– Dialogue moves can be realized in multiple ways

• Disjunctive modality behaviors
• Integrated modality behaviors



   Realization Rules

Dialogue Processing

Information State

Dialogue
Acts

Utterance Recognition Rules

Update Rules

Dialogue
Acts

Selection Rules

Output Utterance
(verbal and nonverbal)

Components

Dialogue Manager



Phenomena of interest

gaze, head movement, intonation, eyebrow movement

posture shifts hand gesture



Modeling at multiple levels

Hand gesture
Head nod
Brow raise

Gaze

Information Structure
(Emphasize new info)

Conversation Structure
(Turn taking)

Posture shift?

Discourse Structure
(Topic structure)



Modeling at multiple levels

Gesture

Head nod

Brow raise

Eye gaze

Posture shift

Information structure
(Emphasize new info)

Conversation structure
(Turn taking)

Grounding
(Establish shared knowledge)

Discourse structure
(Topic structure)

Collaboration
(Common goals)

Solidarity
(sameness)

Familiarity
(common topics)

Behavior         Information State           Interactive processes



Methodology

rules

Model

Test

BuildStudy

Acquire
data

Build formal
models

Implement
on the
basis of
model

Design
evaluation

Discover
gaps in
data



Case Studies: Virtual Human
Dialogue @ ICT

• MRE • SASO-ST



Immersive Training Environment

•VR Theatre
•8’ 150˚ Curved Screen,
Multiple Projectors
•10-2 3-d spatialized sound

Mission Rehearsal Exercise (Swartout et al ‘01)
Human lieutenant (student) faces
peacekeeping dilemmas

Appears in video offsceen
Artificial agents interact with user

Mentor (e.g., sergeant, front left)
Teammates (e.g., medic, front right)
Locals (e.g., mother, front center)



Mission Rehearsal Exercise
Video



MRE Spoken Language Processing

Speech

Speech

Logging
Corpus 
Creation

MRE System

NLU

Virtual Humans

TTS

ASR

West Point
Cadet Trainee

Combat Lifesaver

Dialogue

NLG Emotion

Task
 Reasoning 

Perception Body Control

Sergeant

Dialogue

NLG Emotion

Task
 Reasoning 

Perception Body Control



Dialogue Approach:Layered
Information State

• Layer captures coherent aspect of
communicative interaction (e.g., turn,
grounding, obligations)

• Layer consists of
– Information State components (state of interaction)
– Dialogue Acts (Packages of changes to information state)

   Realization Rules

Dialogue
Acts

Input
Utterance

Recognition Rules

Update Rules

Output Utterance
(verbal and nonverbal)

Selection Rules

Info State
Components

Dialogue Manager

Dialogue
Acts



MRE Dialogue Layers (Traum &
Rickel AAMAS 2002)

• Contact
• Attention
• Conversation

– Participants
– Turn
– Initiative
– Grounding
– Purpose
– Rhetorical

• Social
– Obligations-Commitments
– Negotiation-Collaboration
– Social Roles

• Individual
– Perception
– Rational

• belief,desire, intention,..
– Emotional

• Coping strategies



Grounding
(Clark & Schaeffer 89, Traum 94)

• Signal by B of how s is interpreted
• Possibly revised signals by A
• Grounded state = mutually believed

common ground



Topic/Purpose/Focus (Grosz &
Sidner,…)

• IS
– Hierarchical, complex
– Focus: Pointer into structure

• Actions
– Start topic (cue words, head movements)
– Continue topic (same head movement)
– End topic (posture shift)

• Issues
– How fine-grained?
– Stack-based accessibility?
– Prosody & Information Structure



Social Commitments
(Traum & Allen94, Allwood 94, Matheson et al 00)

• IS
– Obligations, Social Commitments to Propositions

• Actions
– Order, Request, Suggest
– Promise, Offer
– Statement, Question
– Accept,..

• Effects are to Obligations & Commitments
– Belief updates based on inference, not speech

act effects



Social Roles

• IS
– Status (Military Rank; superior, subordinate)
– Actors of parts of complex actions
– Responsibility (team leadership)
– Authority

• Action  Effects
– Authorize action
– Take-up, drop role

• Issues



Environment

Problem-Focused Emotion-Focused

Appraisal  Variables

Coping
Strategy

Action
Tendencies “Affect” Physiological

Response

Appraisal 

Coping 

Theoretical Perspective on Emotion
(Marsella & Gratch, AAMAS 02, 03)

Goals/Beliefs/
Intentions

Smith and Lazarus ‘91 cognitive-motivational-emotive system



Team Negotiation (Traum et al AAMAS 2003)

• IS: task (&CGU) annotated with negotiation objects
– Components: Agent, Action, Stance, audience, reason

• Stances: Committed, endorsed, mentioned, not mentioned,
disparaged, rejected

• Action effects:
• Suggestion: mentioned
• command, promise, request, or acceptance:   committed
• Rejection: rejected
• Counterproposal: disparaged1 + endorsed2

• Justification: endorsed or disparaged (depending on direction)
• Offer: mention (conditional commitment)
• Retract stance

• Factors:
– Relevant Party: Authorizing or Responsible Agent
– Dialogue State:  who has discussed
– Plan State: how do I feel about it



MRE Negotiation Example



Focus=1
Lt: U9 “secure a landing zone”
Committed(lt,7,sgt), 7 authorized, Obl(sgt,U9)
Sgt: U10 “sir first we should secure the assembly area”
Disparaged(sgt, 7,lt), endorsed(sgt,2.lt), grounded(U9)
Lt: U11“secure the assembly area”
Committed(lt,2,sgt), 2 authorized, Obl(sgt,U11),grounded(U10)
Sgt: U12“understood sir”
Committed(sgt,2,lt), grounded(U11), Push(2,focus)
Goal7:Announce(2,{1sldr,2sldr,3sldr,4sldr})
Goal8: Start-conversation(sgt, ,{1sldr,2sldr,…},2)
      Goal8 -> Sgt: U21 “Squad leaders listen up!”
      Goal7 -> Sgt: U22 “give me 360 degree security here”
      Committed(sgt,2,{1sldr,2sldr,3sldr,4sldr})
Push(3, focus)
      Goal9:authorize 3
      Goal9 ->  Sgt:U23“1st squad take 12-4”
      Committed(sgt,3, {1sldr,2sldr,3sldr,4sldr}), 3 authorized
Pop(3), Push(4)
      Goal10: authorize 4
      Goal10 -> Sgt: U24“2nd squad take 4-8”
      Committed(sgt,4,{1sldr,2sldr,3sldr,4sldr}), 4 authorized
Pop(4)
    …
      A10: Squads move
      Grounded(U21-U26)
      ends conversation about 2, Happened(2)
Push(7,Focus)

Sgt’s Negotiation Behavior
Render Aid

Secure Area

Secure 12-4

Secure 8-12 Secure Accident

Secure 4-8

Squads in area

A=Lt,  R=Sgt

A=Sgt,R=1sldr

A=Sgt,R=2sldr

A=Sgt,R=4sldrA=Sgt,R=3sldr

Area Secure

1

2

3
4

5 6

Decomposition

Decomposition
Secure LZ

A=Lt  ,R=S

7

Medevac



MRE Evaluation
(Traum et al LREC 2004)

• No standard dialogue evaluation measures
exist for this kind of task

• Use combination of measures
– User satisfaction survey
– Task completion (subjective & objective

intentions fulfilled)
– Understanding accuracy (F-score)
– Response appropriateness (new coding scheme)



Measuring Performance
A
Lt

ASR score
P=0.666
R=0.666
F=0.666

NLU output
s.mood imperative
s.sem.type action
s.sem.event send
s.sem.patient 4th-sqd
s.sem.time present

[s.sem.dest celic]
[s.addressee sgt]
[s.sem.event move]

Speech Acts
Speech-act <A734>
    type  csa
   action  order
   actor  lt
   addresseesgt
  content   < V152>
         event  move
        patient 4th-sqd
        time   present
        type  act
        reference-name
                one-squad-fwd

Utterance
sergeant
<,> send
fourth
squad to
celic<.>

ASR output
S sergeant
send fourth
squad child

Precision = # words found correct / # words found 
Recall = # words found correct / # words spoken
F-score = harmonic mean of P and R 

NLU score
P=0.6
R=0.5
F=0.55



Evaluations (MRE): Mar vs Dec 2003
(Traum et al LREC 2004)

• Appropriateness: how
correct was system
response?
– High Inter-rater reliability:

0.9Κ (for 4 raters)

• Recognition: how well
did system ‘understand’?:
– Speech recognition
– Language understanding
– Speech Act
– Addressee



Dialogue Simulation for
Background Characters

(Jan & Traum IVA 2005, based on Padilha & Carletta
2002, O’Sullivan et al 2002, Patel et al 2004)

Characters not too far away to ignore completely, 
not too close to be the lead characters of the scenario



Character Information State

•Characters
•Conversations

– Participants
– Turn

• TRP

– Utterances
• Speaker
• Addressee
• feedback



Character Basic Actions
•Speech

– Begin speaking
– End speaking
– Pre-TRP signal
– TRP signal
– Addressee selection
– Positive & negative feedback

•Non-verbal
– Orientation Shift
– Nodding
– Gestures
– Posture shifts
– gaze



Character Behavior Control

• Set of adjustable parameters controlling behavior:
– talkativeness: likelihood of wanting to talk.
– transparency: likelihood of producing explicit positive and negative feedback,

and turn-claiming signals.
– confidence: likelihood of interrupting and continuing to speak during

simultaneous talk.
– interactivity: the mean length of turn segments between TRPs.
– verbosity: likelihood of continuing the turn after a TRP at which no one is self

selected.

• Probabilistic Algorithm
– Test parameters
– Perform actions



The Algorithm: High-level Planning

every planning cycle (approx. every 5 sec)

    if in conversation

        test to leave conversation

    else if talkativeness test successful

        decide to join existing conversation

        or start a new conversation



The Algorithm: Claiming a turn,
start/continue speaking

when receiving pre-TRP signal
    test talkativeness to decide to speak
    if so, test transparency to make turn claiming signal
when starting to speak
    if at TRP and someone already started speaking
        test confidence to continue speaking
    select segment length based on interactivity
when you end segment and no one takes turn
    test verbosity to continue speaking



The Algorithm: Tracking others and
responding

when receiving input from other characters
    if they are signalling to someone in my group
         then add them to group (if not already there)
    if they are in my group and addressing someone in my
    group
      update last time they were active
when someone starts to speak
    if in conversation with me
        if at TRP and I already started speaking
            test confidence to continue speaking
        if not speaking
            test transparency to gaze at speaker
    if I am not in conversation and they are speaking to me
        test talkativeness to join conversation
        test transparency to give signals of joining



The Algorithm: Main Conversation Loop
every conversation cycle (approx. every 0.5 sec)
    remove characters that were inactive for too long
    if no one is speaking
        test talkativeness to start to speak
        if so, start with random interval
            select addressee
            test transparency to shift posture
        if no one was speaking for some time
            if talkativeness test fails leave conversation
    if listening to someone
        if there is more than one speaker for some time
            group was split into two or more conversations
                keep speaker that I am listening to
                remove participants that are
                attending to others
        test talkativeness and confidence to interrupt
    if speaking simultaneously
        if there is only one other speaker whose addressee attends them then
        treat this as a side talk
            remove both other speaker and addressee from conversation
        otherwise test confidence to continue speaking
    if speaking alone in a turn
        decide when to gesture and gaze away
        if no one is paying attention to me
            if confidence test fails stop speaking



Example



Minor Character Evaluation
(Jan and Traum 2005)

• 3 tests
– Judgments of believability (comparison to

random behaviors)
– Qualitative personality judgments of

characters (comparisons to parameters)
– Judgments of conversation participation-

who is talking to whom, how many
conversations (comparisons to internal
models)



SASO-ST: Beyond Team negotiation



Negotiation Strategies
(Traum et al IVA 2005)

• Result from orientations toward negotiation:
– Avoidance

• avoid

– Distributive
• attack

– Integrative
• negotiate

• Govern choice of dialogue move, posture, and
interpretation



Modelling Trust

• Represented as Variable
–  0 (no trust) to 1 (full trust)

• Initial value can be set
• Updated as a result of interaction

– Linear combination of three components
• Familiarity (observance of polite social norms)
• Solidarity (same goals)
• Credibility (shared beliefs)

• Used to update beliefs based on reports
(commitments, promises, belief attribution)

• Used in assessing proposals



SASO-ST

•Mission:
•Convince Doctor to move (but don’t give op details)

•Gain working relationship with Doctor

•Doctor Perez runs NGO clinic

•Doctor values Neutrality

•No prior relationship with Doctor

•Recently:

•Rise in insurgent activity

•More casualties in clinic

•Planned operations



SASO-ST video



SASO Dialogue Example
1. Doc: What do you want?
2. Captain: I have orders to assist you in moving this clinic to a

safer location

Understand 2:
•Captain takes turn
•acknowledges question
•answers question
•asserts he has an obligation
•but how does it relate to doctor?



SASO Dialogue Example
1. Doc: What do you want?
2. Captain: I have orders to assist you in moving this clinic to a

safer location
3. Doc: you want to move the clinic?

Produce  3:
•Doctor attempts to verify current understanding

•Don’t assume most likely understanding
•Don’t ask open question

•Subsequent action depends on reply



SASO Dialogue Example
1. Doc: What do you want?
2. Captain: I have orders to assist you in moving this clinic to a

safer location
3. Doc: you want to move the clinic?
4. Captain: Yes

Understand 4:
•Captain takes turn, answers question, verifies hypothesis
•Captain’s goal at odds with Doctor
•Topic of Conversation: move clinic



SASO Dialogue Example
1. Doc: What do you want?
2. Captain: I have orders to assist you in moving this clinic to a

safer location
3. Doc: you want to move the clinic?
4. Captain: Yes
5. ??Produce  5:

•Use negotiation strategy to influence response type:
•Avoid: talk about something else (e.g., casualties)
•Attack: point out problems with move (e.g., no supplies)
•Negotiate: evaluate relative merits:

•bargain (e.g trade supplies)



Use of SASO-ST system Doctor
scenario

• Large variety possible in different sessions
– Results depend on

• Doctor personality (configurable)
• Doctor strategy selection
• Trainee strategy and moves
• Stochastic elements

– Choice of move realization & focus
– Choice of coping focus
– Interpretation process & errors

• Success in task depends on
– Building trust
– Motivating doctor to change strategies & reach

agreement



SASO Evaluation (in progress)

• Validation of theory by corpus analysis of roleplay
– Identification of use of hypothesized strategies
– Investigation & adoption of specific strategies &

moves
• Validation of model using WOZ interaction

– Shows strategy implementation and selection is viable
• Validation of SASO-ST system with automated

doctor
– Usability
– Training value
– learning



Saso System Evaluation:
VR Theatre recording

environment



Summary

• 4 virtual human dialogue projects at ICT
– Sgt Blackwell (simple Q&A, robustness)
– MRE main characters (multiparty teamwork)
– Minor characters (group conversation)
– SASO Doctor (adversarial negotiation)

• Working toward generic, parameterizable
dialogue models
– Support Face to face interaction
– Multi-party and multi-conversation
– Maintain immersion in task and virtual world
– Support other cognitive modelling (emotion)


